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Physically-based modelling, uncertainty, and pragmatism –
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ABSTRACT
The Système Hydrologique Europeén (SHE) modelling system and physically-based distributed
modelling (PBDM) were discussed in Refsgaard et al.’s Système Hydrologique Europeén (SHE): review
and perspectives after 30 years development in distributed physically-based hydrological modelling
(Hydrology Research 41, pp. 355–377). The opportunity is taken here to correct some oversights and
potentially misleading perspectives in that paper and mount a more robust defence of PBDM.
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COMMENT
Refsgaard et al. (), hereafter called RSC, reviewed the

water ﬂow and the transport of interacting sediments and

Système Hydrologique Europeén (SHE) and outlined their

solutes. If the capabilities of Version 4 were to be assigned

perspective

modelling

a category within the system laid out on page 356 of RSC,

(PBDM). Although it is not clear from the title or abstract

it would qualify for category 5 because it has a full 3D

of RSC, the review and perspective are based largely on

description of the combined unsaturated-saturated zone.

work on the commercial model MIKE SHE marketed by

The second cycle resulted in Version 5, for which some

the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI). MIKE SHE branched

details on application and testing have been reported in

off from the development line of SHE quite early and RSC

the open literature (e.g. Birkinshaw & Webb ; Ewen

describe how the focus at DHI was to stabilise and commer-

et al. ). This second cycle involved a complete redesign

cialise their code. However, the main thrust of development

and rewrite to modern standards for the nuclear industry

of SHE in the pioneering spirit described in Abbott et al.

and introduced several new processes, including heat trans-

(a, b) moved to Newcastle University in the UK and

port, soil freezing, surface ice, and new features that include

the development of the SHETRAN modelling system.

grid reﬁnement and a general purpose interface for coupling

There have been two complete cycles of development

to other models.

on

physically-based

distributed

beyond those described in RSC. The ﬁrst cycle of develop-

Anyone new to catchment modelling might be quite

ment, resulting in SHETRAN Version 4, has been reported

misled by the perspective in RSC. In particular, the

widely (e.g. see Ewen et al. , ). Version 4 has

‘Conclusions’ and parts of the section on ‘Scientiﬁc

fully-coupled surface/subsurface modelling of combined

developments as seen in retrospect’ are quite negative
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about PBDM, almost apologetic. These sections are heavily

protocols, requires an independent referee, involves setting

inﬂuenced by Beven’s () critique of physically-based

and testing uncertainty bounds, and the outcome from test-

modelling. Quite understandably, the developers of SHE

ing reﬂects the true capabilities of the model and modeller.

were enthusiastic that their physically-based approach, in

It is a very pragmatic method, and Ewen & Parkin ()

which the physics of ﬂow is modelled on a grid, would

discuss the pragmatic need for performance records to be

represent a great advance over the conceptual models avail-

maintained for models so that a hydrologist can select a suit-

able at the time. This enthusiasm was tempered by Beven’s

able model when faced with a real-world application.

critique which showed that PDBM is at best an approxi-

Performance information of this type is demonstrably lack-

mation, in much the same way that conceptual modelling

ing in the ﬁeld of hydrological modelling. The ‘blind’

is an approximation. The real value of PBDM, however, is

method has been applied in three major tests of SHETRAN:

clearly evident in the success rightly claimed for MIKE

for water ﬂow at the Slapton Wood catchment, UK (Bath-

SHE in the early sections in RSC, and by the fact that

urst et al. ) and the Rimbaud catchment, France

work on PBDM has continued with vigour, including the

(Parkin et al. ), and for solute transport at the Calder

work on SHETRAN and the various PBD models cited in

Hollow test hillslope in Cumbria, UK (Ewen et al. ;

RSC. In other ﬁelds of study in science and engineering,

Thorne et al. ).

the most detailed models available are simply appreciated

One of the difﬁculties with Ewen & Parkin () is that

for what they are and are used to study and solve a myriad

it assumes that Beven () would be interpreted widely as

of problems, many of which are not amenable to study

a call for pragmatism, and it did not foresee the current long

using simpler models. PDBM modellers therefore have no

‘era of uncertainty’ where the focus of the hydrologist is pri-

reason whatsoever to apologise for their models. In RSC,

marily on generating uncertainty estimates rather than

the impression is given that Beven () damned PBDM

directly testing ﬁtness for purpose. Presumably, the ‘era of

and that PBDM might never fully recover. What actually

uncertainty’ will end at some time, or perhaps it will

happened, however, is that some of the limitations and prac-

evolve, ﬁnally, into an ‘era of pragmatism’, where the

tical problems faced in PBDM were brought sharply into

focus will be on ﬁtness for purpose. It is interesting to

focus, but nothing was damned except perhaps some natural

note that some of the scientiﬁc and philosophical arguments

over-enthusiasm.

and discussions on method in Ewen & Parkin () have

RSC is quite wrong (p. 369) that the SHE teams were
slow to respond to Beven’s critique, and also wrong to

recently been put forward as a basis for pragmatic hypothesis testing of hydrological process models (Beven ).

claim that Bathurst & O’Connell () did not comment
on Beven’s call that uncertainty must be taken into account,
particularly when evaluating the impact of catchment man-
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